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ABSTRACT There are a number of research challenges
associated with Internet of Things (IoT) security, and one
of these challenges is to design novel frameworks to mine
malicious frequent patterns for identifying misuse and
detecting anomalies without incurring high computational
costs (e.g. due to generation and analysis of unnecessary
patterns and gap creation between patterns). Association
rule mining is a popular approach in the literature; hence,
in this paper, we critically analyze existing association rule
mining techniques. We then present a framework for mining
malicious frequent patterns in an IoT deployment, prior to
evaluating the utility of the proposed framework using data
from a Pakistan-based organization.

INDEX TERMS Malicious behavior, Security logs,
Internet of things (IoTs), Frequent pattern mining, Anomaly
detection.

I. INTRODUCTION

INternet of Things (IoT) is a recent promising trend, which
has widespread applications. Specifically, in an IoT im-

plementation, device to device communications [1] can be
achieved using communication platforms such as wireless
sensor networks, radio frequency identification, Bluetooth, etc.
The amount of data store and transfer between IoT devices in a
typical deployment is increasing, partly due to the digitization
of our society [2–4]. Construction of IoTs has progressed
fundamentally in last couple of years – see Table I.

This, however, results in vectors that could potentially be ex-
ploited by attackers to infiltrate a system and/or exfilitrate data
from IoT devices. as billions of devices are interconnected, so
networks are vulnerable to a range of security threats which
in turns have an adverse effect on performance of the thing
[6, 7]. Not surprisingly, IoT security and privacy have attracted
the attention of both researchers and policy makers.

A popular area of research is using data mining techniques,
such as classification, association analysis, statistical learning,

link mining and clustering, to analyze and discover relation-
ships, patterns and other useful information from IoT raw data
[8–10]. Association rule mining (ARM) is one such popular
technique, which allows one to determine the correlations
among all features of a dataset, and detect anomalies [11].
ARM has been used in a number of applications, such as
market basket analysis whose objective is to identify / predict
trends (commonly grouped items) within the data [12]. In the
latter context, findings are used to determine which items are
more probable to be paired with other items to make an itemset
[13, 14].

ARM technique comprises of multiple algorithms such
as Apriori, FP-Growth association rule, Prefixspan, Spade,
and Spam. For example, the Apriori algorithm was proposed
in 1994 by Agarwal and Srikant. This level-wise bottom-
up approach is used to extract frequent itemsets (candidate
generation) from a dataset. It finds the itemsets according
to the specified minimum support count. However, there are
some limitations with Apriori. For instance, multiple scans
are required. An explicit scan is required for each candidate
set that can lead to an I/O cost. Moreover, all required
patterns are not guaranteed. The computational cost is also
high due to the need for large storage and processing time.
Pattern fragment growth is another method commonly used
to mine the complete set of frequent patterns (FP-Growth
Association Rule Mining). This method uses a divide-and-
conquer approach to create a relationship among multiple
items. The processing speed is comparatively fast and it
utilizes the space in a better way. However, this method is
inefficient when the dataset has a large number of items
and the patterns are twinned. Prefixspan (i.e., Prefix-projected
Sequential pattern mining) mines the complete set of patterns
in sequential pattern mining. Unlike FP-Growth, the attempts
of candidate sequel generation are significantly reduced. It uses
the divide and conquer approach to discover hidden patterns
in the database [15]. The limitations with Prefixspan include
the processing required for further child possible patterns and
Gaps.

These algorithms, however, do not perform well in network
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TABLE I: Device connections and expected growth: A snapshot [5]
S. No. Organization Connected Devices Forecast

01 CISCO Projects 37 Billion Interconnected Objects by 2020
02 ABI Research Over 30 billion wireless connected devices by 2020
03 Gartner 25 billion IoTs devices by 2020
04 Business Insider 23.4 billion IoTs connected devices by 2019
05 Harbor Projects 21.7 billion IoTs connected devices by 2019

06 Navigant Research Roughly 7.2 billion ”M2M connected consumer electronic
devices” by 2023

07 IHS Automotive Connected cars to the Internet will be 152 million by 2020
08 On World Roughly 100 million wireless interconnected lights by 2020

security applications, as we would need to locate malicious
patterns in the IoT real-time traffic [16]. For example, due
to high costs in memory, resources for processing, creation
of unnecessary pattern and gap creation between the patterns,
these algorithms are not suitable for suspicious pattern mining
– see also Section V.

In order to overcome the limitations in these algorithms,
the Mine Malicious Frequent Patterns (MMFP) algorithm is
proposed in this paper. MMFP is designed to mine frequent
patterns efficiently to facilitate the detection of anomalous
behavior. However, prior to presenting MMFP in Section III,
we will first discuss related work (see Section II).

II. RELATED WORK

The process to find hidden behavior in a dataset that may
either be benign or abnormal, is known as anomaly detection.
While anomaly refers to an unexpected behavior, not all
anomalies are cyber or attempted attacks [17–20]. Anomaly
detection has widespread applications such as detecting fraud-
ulent credit card transactions and malicious network activities
[21–25]. For instance, a behavior profile of a legitimate user is
learned by the algorithm, and any behavior that deviates from
the typical behavior (e.g. a banking transaction in a different
country or conducted when the user is supposed to be asleep)
will trigger an alarm [26–28].

A number of data mining techniques designed to detect
malicious activity have been proposed in the literature. For ex-
ample, techniques such as Prefixspan [29], Apriori [30], GSP
[31] and FP-Growth [32] are used to locate hidden patterns
and their associations. This allows the identification of zero
day attacks. Agrawal, Imielinski and Swami [33] proposed the
AIS algorithm, which uses the previous acquaintance of the
recursive item set. In this algorithm, level-wise search is used.
In order to search kitems, we need to have (k-1)itemsets, and
in order to find recursive 1itemsets, the database is scanned
to obtain counts for each item. Any item that satisfies the
minimum support will produce a result labeled L1. Recursive
2itemsets i.e. L2 is found by using L1. The process continues
until no k-itemset can be found. However, this requires the
searching of the entire database for each itemset. To reduce
the search efforts, Apriori property is used. According to this
property, every non-empty subset of recursive itemset must
also be recursive [34].

To improve search efficiency, another method was intro-
duced to remove the itemsets that may not be frequent. By
doing so, counting is reduced for these itemsets. For efficient

memory management, one could remove redundant itemsets
or to remove larger set having parent and children and store
only the parent on the disk at the start of the next iteration
[35]. A limitation with AIS is that a lot of candidate itemsets
are generated which are not useful due to their small size.
Also, the database is scanned multiple times, which results in
unnecessary time and CPU cycles [36].

The Apriori algorithm is proposed for ARM in [30]. Apriori
is comparatively accurate and faster than AIS. In Apriori,
there are two steps involved in discovering the large-size
itemsets. First, the candidate sets are created. To find the
support threshold value, the database is scanned. Next, we
prune itemsets whose frequencies are less than the pre-defined
support threshold value. Apriori avoids investigating candidate
itemsets that are rare [37]. Consequently, after pruning again
and again, the leftover candidate sets are reduced. Therefore,
the requirements for I/O, computational cost and memory
are also slightly reduced [38]. However, Apriori still scans
the entire databases several times and does not guarantee all
required patterns due to limitation in storage.

To find frequent items, the MCAR (Multi-class Classification
based on Association Rule) is proposed. MCAR consists of a
rule generation, and a building classifier. In rule generation,
MCAR studies the training dataset to identify the frequent
k items. After that, it recursively pools the items to return
items that have more attributes. Then, ranks are created and
the patterns of these itemsets stored. At the second stage, rules
are defined for the patterns that were stored to build a classifier
[39]. Accuracy and speed are two important performance
parameters. The advantages of using MCAR is the ability to
identify frequent items and rules in only single pass; thus,
saving on storage and execution time. By following a method
of rule ranking, a random choice to pick one rule among
different rules is minimized [40].

In RARM (Rapid Association Rule Mining) [41], the
database is viewed in the form of a tree rather than a candidate
generation process. RARM is much quicker than FP-Tree. In
the sizable itemsets generation process, there are two phases:

i) Preprocessing phase: SOTrieIT (Support Ordered Trie
Itemset) structure is used to rapidly generate big size 1-
itemsets and 2-itemsets from every transaction. By doing
so, scanning the database and candidate generation for
the next time is not required. Similar to FP-Tree, every
link of SOTRie IT bears one item and the relevant support
count. SOTrieIT is the enhanced version of TrieIT. TrielIT
is similar to SOTrieIT. However, in TrieIT, more memory
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TABLE II: A Comparative Summary of Existing Data Mining Approaches: AIS, Apriori, MCAR, RARM, and FP-
Growth

AIS Apriori MCAR RARM FP-Growth

Processing
time large large >FP-Growth less less than FP-Growth less

Cost very high high high less less

Strategy BFS BFS rule ranking
review approaches DFS divide and conquer and DFS

hipp

Accuracy less less more more more

Memory inefficient efficient>AIS efficient efiicient inefficient

Iterations multiple passes lower >AIS single pass two passes two passes

Pros easy to use

fast,generates candidate
sets from only large

items and compresses
data set

minimize the
randomization

process for rules

avoid to
generatecandidate set

only 2 passes of dataset and
no candidate set generation

required

Cons

generates candidate
sets on-the-fly and

large size of
candidate set

large storage required
and scans the whole DB

multiple times

uses only one rule
for predicting test

cases

tree structure creates
complexity

tree structure creates
complexity and inefficient for

interactive and incremental
mining

is required due to the need for individual storage of
support counts. SOTrieIT is introduced to reduce the
storage requirement.

ii) Mining large itemsets: by following a depth-first ap-
proach, SOTrieIT tree first scans the leftmost first level
node and checks for the minimal support threshold value
at each level. After the generation of big size 1-itemsets
and 2-itemsets, the Apriori algorithm is applied to iden-
tify some new large itemsets.

Although the most expensive operation during the process
of mining is to create the biggest size 2 itemsets. However,
findings in [41] demonstrate that generation of big size 1-
itemsets and 2-itemsets through SOTrieIT algorithm can be
improved. However, SOTrieIT has the same limitations to FP-
Tree [36, 42].

FP-Tree (Frequent Pattern Tree) [32] is an ARM technique
that mines better than Apriori as it overcomes two limitations
of Apriori. Rules are generated using a tree structure of
multiple items. By scanning only the database twice, frequent
itemsets are generated without generating a candidate set.
Thus, the databases are scanned only twice and it is much
faster than Apriori [43]. This involves two child processes:

i) Building FP-Tree: Similar to the Apriori algorithm, it
first scans the database, collects the support count of all
items, sorts the frequent itemsets in descending order by
considering their support values. By doing so, sequential
frequent 1-itemsets is generated.

ii) Creating frequent patterns using FP-Tree: An FP-Tree is
constructed by scanning the database again with the main
table. For each iteration, frequent items’ state is re-sorted

according to the main table. For instance; the T1 (I2, I4,
I6) is changed to T2 (I4, I2, I6) because I4 occurs more
frequently than I2 in the dataset.

Frequent patterns use a divide-and-conquer approach. While
this has a low computational cost since no candidate set is
generated, the FP-Tree is not suitable for incremental mining
and interactive mining system as in the incremental mining
approach, databases continually change as time passes. This
is because records may be updated or newly inserted, and this
updating may results in repetition of the entire process. While
in interactive mining system, legitimate users can alter the
minimum support threshold value by considering the rules and
it too results in repetition of the entire process. This approach
also generates similar patterns of itemsets, according to the
frequency [36, 44].

A comparative summary of AIS, Apriori, MCAR, RARM,
and FP-Growth is presented in Table II. and GSP, SPADE,
SPAM, and Prefixspan is presented in Table III.

The GSP (Generalized Sequential Pattern) algorithm [31] is
an effective method to examine ordered patterns which uses
the bottom-up approach. However, by decreasing the minimum
support value, large number of candidates are generated.
Thus, this requires significant time and resources [45, 46].
Candidate k-sequences are generated from (k-1)-sequences.
Depending on the support count, the candidate k-sequence
frequency is obtained in every iteration [47]. To address this
over generated candidate set problem, the authors proposed
using the SPADE algorithm to split the candidate sequences
into blocks [48]. A bottom-up approach is used in SPADE to
obtain the regular sequences [49]. In order to reduce the cost,
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TABLE III: A Comparative Summary of Existing Data Mining Approaches: GSP, SPADE, SPAM, and Prefixspan

GSP SPADE SPAM Prefixspan
Processing time large large >GSP less high

Cost very high less very high high

Strategy BFS DFS depth first search divide and conquer and DFS

Accuracy less than FP-Growth more less than SPAM less than FP-Growth

Memory same as Prefixspan efficient less efficient than SPADE efficient

Iterations multiple passes threepasses multiple passes single pass

Pros discovering generalized
sequential structure,

fast,reduce I/O cost by
reducing DB scans

both algorithm and data
structure stored in main

memory
no need to generatecandidate set

Cons large candidate sequences
and redundant patterns

takes very large running
time requires more space make a projected db for every

sequential pattern

an ID-List technique is used to compute support count. This
ID-List keeps a record of pairs that indexes the positions in the
database. However, a single sequence can be recorded more
than once. SPADE is costly when the number of candidate
sequences is large and when continual merging of Id-lists are
required [50]. To reduce merging costs, the authors in [51]
proposed the SPAM algorithm where every ID-list is viewed
as a straight icon. As all icons can be stored in the RAM, the
algorithm has a fast performance [52, 53].

Prefixspan is designed to mine frequent items from a
dataset, using a divide-and-conquer approach to discover hid-
den patterns in the database. Here, unlike FP-growth, the
number of candidate sequel generation is greatly reduced. In
order to discover the frequent 1-sequences, such as <(x)>,
<(y)>, <(z)>, <(a)>, <(b)>, it scans the database first.
Next, projected database is generated for all frequent 1-
sequence [29]. To detect the frequent (k+1)-sequences, the Pre-
fixspan algorithm recursively creates the projecting databases
for every frequent k-sequence. However, similar to SPADE
and SPAM, Prefixspan is costly and extra Gaps are created
while yielding sizable projected databases twinned patterns
are generated [53–55].

As previously discussed, ARM techniques have been widely
used in networking context. For instance, the authors in [56]
demonstrated the utility of association rules in extracting
intrusion patterns from tcpdump log file and system call logs.
In [57], the author identifies events of interest from the MAWI
traffic depository using frequent itemset mining technique
in traces [58]. Chandola and Kumar [59] outlined heuristic
program rules for discovering small set of frequent itemsets
that can sum up sizeable sets of flows. The ”eXpose” [60] is an
application that exploits the impermanent correlation between
flows in a very small time stamp window and detects abnormal
communication patterns [61].

In the proposed framework, we have evaluated performance
of Prefixspan, FP-Growth and Apriori mining techniques. We
have compared the performance against our novel approach
(as mentioned in section V. All aforementioned shortcomings
affiliated to these three techniques are resolved in the proposed

framework. We claim that Prefixspan generates surplus gaps;
however, our algorithm efficiently overcome this issue. Prefixs-
pan and FP-Growth generates redundant patterns due to which
large storage is utilized and performance is compromised.
Likewise, FP-Growth, Apriori is also not preferable for large
datasets as all required patterns are not guaranteed, and thus
it requires extra storage and surplus processing time which is
unfordable in IoT(s). We have overcome these deficiencies
by converting all records to the same data type through
mask creation (as mentioned in section 3.B), due to which
processing time, power and storage utilization is reduced [62].
Our proposed scheme MMFP, expeditiously results in exact
existing patterns with no gaps. Hence, an optimized framework
is launched that can deliver better performance for secure
communication among things. The resulting patterns from
this structure aid firms to discover anomalies and respond
accurately against them in things to things communication.

III. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK FOR MINING MALICIOUS
FREQUENT PATTERN

Our proposed scheme is illustrated in Fig. 1, which consists
of three key phases.

A. Feature Selection:

Determining the right dataset for pattern mining can be
challenging but this is an important step, as the choice of
accurate features for dataset will dictate the effectiveness
of discovering anomalies. In our proposed framework, the
essential features are extracted using Principle Component
Analysis (PCA). It is used to investigate and conceptualize the
data by concentrating on fluctuation(s) in the dataset. Features
having identical values are removed and those with most
variations are selected. This phase is described in Algorithm
1.

B. Legends Creation:

In practice, it is challenging to build the desired dataset
manually out of log files as there are various types of log files
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Fig. 1: Proposed Framework for Mining Malicious Frequent Patterns (MMFP)

Fig. 2: Framework for Mask Creation

Algorithm 1 Feature Selection

1: Input: dataset.txt
2: Output: legends dataset.txt . A file

containing records with legends.
3: procedure
4: for each li ∈ logs do
5: extract redundant features
6: apply PCA . Principle

Component Analysis.
7: store in feature extr.txt
8: endfor
9: if features extraction done then

10: call Legends Creation
11: endif
12: return legends dataset.txt

Algorithm 2 Legends Creation

1: Input:
a) feature extr.txt
b) mask.txt
2: Output: legends dataset.txt . A file containing

records with legends.
3: procedure
4: for each Mi ∈Mask do
5: if Mi == 0 then
6: move to next
7: endif
8: else
9: if Mi == 1 then

10: store Mi in legends dataset.txt
11: M++
12: endif
13: else
14: if Mi == 2 then
15: Mi ← UL . A file containing

records with legends.
16: create UL.attr.txt
17: write Mi | UL
18: store UL in legends dataset.txt

19: endif
20: endfor
21: return legends dataset.txt

with different kinds of attributes. Moreover, the features of
the dataset also need to be managed properly, as we have to
set appropriate data types of the features in order to prepare
them for association. In order to make the dataset appropriate
for computations, we have to convert the string values to
numerical values.

0 −→ feature should not be selected for dataset;
1 −→ feature should be selected the way it is;
2 −→ feature should be selected and assigned with leg-
ends.

After the selection of attributes using PCA, the next step
is to create legends by making mask. Mask is the structure
that facilitates the construction of legends of a specific data
type. In order to make our scheme space efficient, non-numeric
values can be converted to numeric values using mask, which
ranges between [0-2] according to the requirement of values
of the attributes. With a view to convert all values to the same
data type, a novel approach is proposed and demonstrated in
Algorithm 2.

The desired datasets can be formed through a mask as it is
user-defined. After converting values to a single data type, the
scheme consumes less memory; thus, more cost efficient. Fig.
2 outlines the complete legend assignment phase.

Algorithm 3 Main Framework

1: Input: legends dataset.txt
2: Output: OFP.txt
3: procedure
4: for each Fi ∈ legend do
5: calculate index of F i
6: If ← index of Fi

7: j ← If + 1
8: while line(j) != Fi do
9: j++

10: end while
11: for k ← If ; k < j do
12: for z ← If − 1; z < k do
13: write line[z] in the OFP.txt
14: move to next line
15: endfor
16: endfor
17: endfor
18: return OFP.txt

C. Frequent Pattern Mining:

Existing algorithms do not only result in redundant patterns,
but also yield extra gaps; thus, consuming more memory
and incurring additional costs. MMFP mines frequent patterns
without producing extra gaps and redundant patterns. The main
framework of the proposed approach is described in Algorithm
3.

IV. PARAMETERS SELECTION:

Two user-defined parameters, that are incorporated by the
proposed algorithm which are listed below:
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• Minimum Support Value (MSV): In order to collect
frequent patterns that occur more than the specified
threshold value, the Minimum Support Value parameter
is used. MSV takes a value in [0-1].

• Confidence Level: For observing the occurrence of a
pattern in the dataset, a confidence level is specified
which takes a value in [0-1].

The MMFP algorithm scans the entire dataset at once to
locate frequent patterns according to MSV and confidence
level; thus, avoiding limitations in existing algorithms. Unlike
traditional algorithms, all frequent patterns that reside in
the original database become the output file. The algorithm
discards non-frequent patterns and ensures an optimum solu-
tion. After the frequent patterns have been mined, rules are
created for every resultant pattern. If a pattern deviates from
normal, then expert analysis is performed on that sequence to
determine whether it is an anomaly.

V. FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS

We now present a comparative summary of Apriori, Prefixs-
pan, FP-Growth and the proposed framework MMFP. In the
evaluations, we used a machine of at least 6GB RAM, and
2.10Giga Hertz processor. A sample of 200 security pertinent
records from a dataset of 10,48,569 records of a real-world
case study organization (Trillium Pakistan) was segregated in
4 chunks (i.e. 50, 100, 150 and 200), and the performance
metrics used were processing time, memory utilization, and
number of generated patterns.

Table IV displays the outcomes of using Apriori, Prefixspan,
FP-Growth and MMFP for 50 records. Based on the specified
value for number of transactions and minSup, the algorithms
were then evaluated. By comparing the results, we observed
that MMFP performs comparatively well with respect to
memory usage. Prefixspan needs more memory as it creates
the projecting databases for every frequent k-sequence and
generates extra gaps in the patterns. Therefore, it requires
additional time for rules generation and is not suitable for
environment that consists of resource-constrained devices (e.g.
IoT devices) [63]. In terms of memory usage and time, FP-
Growth performance is very poor because of redundant pattern
generation. Table V displays the outcomes of using Apriori,
Prefixspan, FP-Growth and MMFP for 100 records. MMFP
outperforms Apriori in terms of memory usage.

The other findings for 150 and 200 records are reported in
Tables VI and VII, respectively. As observed from Table VII.

Fig. 3: Processing Time for Multiple Transactions

Fig. 4: Frequent Patterns Generated for Multiple Trans-
actions

Fig. 5: Memory required in Multiple Transactions

From our evaluations, we observed that Apriori does not
work well for large dataset as it does not guarantee all frequent

patterns. Prefixspan modifies existing frequent patterns by
creating gaps in order to generate every possible pattern;
however, these patterns are of little use in detecting anomalies.
FP-Growth is also not suitable for large datasets as it generates
identical patterns more than once; thus, incurring additional
costs. The processing time for multiple transactions of the four
algorithms is illustrated in Fig. 3. It is clear that FP-Growth
results in the most number of frequent itemsets as it returns
surplus patterns. Prefixspan with a large difference shows
frequent itemsets, and Apriori achieves better performance
than FP-Growth and Prefixspan in all segregated portions.
MMFP executes all transactions with the optimal number of
frequent itemsets and thus, results in optimal use of memory
and processing time.

Fig. 4 depicts the rule generation processing time for all the
four algorithms, it is clear that MMFP has the best processing
time.

From Figs. 5.a), 5.b), 5.c) and 5.d), we observed that MMFP
requires less memory compared to the three algorithms as it
generates meaningful but fewer number of patterns.

The products and systems that connect to the IoT are
changing business in many commercial enterprises. MMFP
can be used anywhere such as in scheduling maintenance for
auto vehicles, predicting results through E-voting, tracking
exact record for home appliances, medical applications for
patients to capture their health data and so on.

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Ensuring the security of data and devices in an IoT in-
frastructure can be challenging due to the nature of such
infrastructure (e.g. resource-constrained devices). Thus, it is
generally accepted that deployed security solutions should be
lightweight [64, 65].

In this paper, we presented a framework to mine malicious
frequent patterns in IoT communications that would allow
us to identify misuse and detect anomalies without incurring
high computational costs. We evaluated the utility of our
proposed framework by benchmarking the framework with
three popular ARM techniques, namely: Apriori, FP-Growth
and Prefixspan, using real-world security logs from a Pakistan-
based organization.

Future research includes deploying the proposed framework
on multiple datasets and systems to further fune-tune the
framework for enhanced efficiency and accuracy. In order to
make a proficient recommendation system, there is a need to
associate MMFP with Deep Learning techniques for inter-
communication and intra-communication among Internet of
Things (IoTs).
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TABLE IV: Comparison of ARM Techniques and MMFP for a Sample of 50 Records

Transactions
Min.

Support
Value

Min.
Confi-
dence
Level

Max.
Memory

Usage

Candidates
Count

Frequent
Itemsets
Count

Time
Association

Rules
Generated

Rules Generation
Time

Apriori 50 0.05 = 3 0.3 4.34mb 1380 66 48ms 22 16ms
Prefixspan 50 0.06 = 3 – 13.49mb – 113 152ms 24118 26s
FP-Growth 50 0.03 = 3 0.3 51.64mb – 168699 452ms 41042460 265s

MMFP 50 0.03 = 3 0.3 4.12mb – 34 19ms 50 19ms

TABLE V: Comparison of ARM Techniques and MMFP for a Sample of 100 Records

Transactions
Min.

Support
Value

Min.
Confi-
dence
Level

Max.
Memory

Usage

Candidates
Count

Frequent
Itemsets
Count

Time
Association

Rules
Generated

Rules Generation
Time

Apriori 100 0.03 = 3 0.26 14.67mb 2856 110 49ms 61 25ms
Prefixspan 100 0.03 = 3 – 14.06mb – 165 274ms 39387 29s
FP-Growth 100 0.02 = 3 0.3 113.05mb – 376563 568ms 87324837 804s

MMFP 100 0.027 = 3 0.3 4.97mb – 65 28ms 100 21ms

TABLE VI: Comparison of ARM Techniques and MMFP for a Sample of 150 Records

Transactions
Min.

Support
Value

Min.
Confi-
dence
Level

Max.
Memory

Usage

Candidates
Count

Frequent
Itemsets
Count

Time
Association

Rules
Generated

Rules Generation
Time

Apriori 150 0.02 = 3 0.26 15.5mb 4290 148 72ms 107 22ms
Prefixspan 150 0.02 = 3 – 14.116mb – 204 388ms 54959 35s
FP-Growth 150 0.02 = 3 0.3 145.31mb – 569097 672ms 13430716 2434s

MMFP 150 0.02 = 3 0.3 6.68mb – 120 41ms 150 24ms

TABLE VII: Comparison of ARM Techniques and MMFP for a Sample of 200 Records

Transac-
tions

Min.
Support

Value

Min.
Confi-
dence
Level

Max.
Memory

Usage

Candidates
Count

Frequent
Itemsets
Count

Time
Association

Rules
Generated

Rules Generation
Time

Apriori 200 0.014 = 3 0.26 15.35mb 6343 184 103ms 129 26ms
Prefixspan 200 0.015 = 3 – 14.34mb – 234 419ms 73138 49s
FP-Growth 200 0.01 = 3 0.3 202.25mb – 921194 1833ms 19952584 3950s

MMFP 200 0.02 = 3 0.3 9.05mb – 174 63ms 200 29ms
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